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Understandable focus on job retention and creation, but: 

• Don’t want to bake in the same economic issues as we did post - 2008

• We should be aiming for better balance of quality and quantity of jobs

• There are clear long-term business benefits to looking at job quality 

• Local authorities’ existing levers can be used to incentivise good work – but some might 

need to be dialled up and down 

• We know this will also need national Government action 

JRF position: Why look at good work now? 



Arguments across audiences

• More good jobs will be key to tackling in work poverty.

• Focusing on good work responds to the role low paid workers have played during the crisis.

• Investing in quality work could be key to tackling the UK’s productivity problem. 

• Job quality has an essential role to play in levelling up commitments.

• Goods jobs should cost less in the long run: lower social security bill, higher tax take.

To discuss: Which arguments are currently most persuasive in practice? 

JRF position: Key arguments for good work in the recovery 



JRF position: Proposal to employers 

Productivity and good work should go hand in hand  

JRF research on productivity shows:

• Increasing the proportion of workers in on-the-job training

• Improving management practices

• Increasing the percentage of workers using Information and Communications Technology (ICT)

• Reducing the share of temporary workers

Actively benefits workers and boosts productivity

And there are business benefits to higher pay

Research shows a strong business case for individual employers to act on low pay and in-work poverty, including 

improved recruitment and retention, increased employee performance and reputational gains with customers.

To discuss: Which arguments are most persuasive to employers in the current crisis? 



Ongoing levers for local authorities 

Existing levers which can be used in the recovery

• Set expectations around local government support

• Continue to act as anchor institutions

• Share information: For example, building on good work charters. 

• Push for care sector reform

To discuss: Which of these existing levers might need to be dialled up or down during the recovery?

https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/what-we-do/economy/greater-manchester-good-employment-charter/


Groups policy makers should be monitoring during this period:

• Single parents

• Working families 

• Women

• Specific BAME groups

• Young people

• Disabled people

Policy makers also need to be looking at how these experiences intersect for people in their local areas.  

Impact of Covid-19 on people in poverty


